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ABSTRACT
Automotive traffic has negative effects on the health of urban areas (Friedman),
and bicycling is seen as one approach as a healthy and obvious alternative to
automotive traffic. (Client Earth, Norback) One solution to increasing bicycling in
urban centers is safer, better planned bicycle routes (Lindsey, Use of Greenway
Trails). To measure the effectiveness of these efforts or to measure flaws in the
bicycling route system, feedback is needed (Lindsey, Use of Greenway). This
feedback often comes from a traditional bike counter, which tallies a number of
riders on a specific bicycle route. Typically these bike counters are costly, hard to
move and have limitations in counting. (Blenski)
The goal of this DIY Bike Counter thesis project is to develop a new bike counter at
a much lower cost, which is mobile, and works within a 3 step system so better
data can be obtained and observed. This data will be more behavioral, lowering
barriers to organizations and cities that have limited budgets for alternative
transportation projects.
The results from this project show that a do-it-yourself counter can be developed at
many times less cost than traditional commercial bike counters, by using an
ultrasonic sensor and controller with adjustments to online open source code. This
counter, due to its low cost and mobile ability, then may be placed to collect data in
a gridded system. Once captured, the data can be flowed into visualizations, to
show not only bike counts, but bike behaviors as well.
This promises to be a big step in closing a gap between geo-location tracking and
standard counters, by using a DIY Bike Counter to capture counts and behavior
within a gridded system.
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INTRODUCTION:
Present Situation: Cars, Bikes & Sustainability
Cities around the world are experiencing rapid growth. United Nations projections
show that “urbanization combined with the overall growth of the world’s population
could add another 2.5 billion people to urban populations by 2050.” (United Nations
Department of Economic and Social Affairs). As these cities grow, they become
increasingly polluted and congested with increased traffic (Friedman). Roadways
that are congested and can no longer be widened present an added problem.
These issues present a greater need to look to alternatives to this automotive
traffic. As one solution, cities and municipalities are working to develop better
routes for cycling within a system of transportation alternatives. These alternatives
work to help to ease city congestion, pollution, and move the population toward
better health. (Friedman) (de Hertog) (Nordback)
Biking provides its riders with exercise and a lower exposure to pollution than riding
in cars or buses. (Client Earth) A correlation has been drawn between hospital
admission rates of asthma patients during extended periods of increased auto
traffic. Children living near busy streets are likely to be exposed to 35% more
pollution (soot) than their classmates who lived on less trafficked streets. Reducing
automotive traffic will not only have a reduced affect on congestion, but also
contribute to a reduction in harmful effects to people’s health if other transit
alternatives are adopted. (Friedman) (Van Roosbroeck)
Another reason to move the population toward other transit options is to ease road
congestion. Cyclists, pedestrians and buses take up many times less room on a
given roadway than the same number of people using a car. (Client Earth) Cycling
is viewed as a growing and sustainable option to automotive use in urban areas
allowing room for population growth.
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Counting Bikes
Bike counters are a valued aid in measuring adoption of a particular route for
biking. Understanding cyclist behavior and tracking their riding can be an important
step in improving cycling infrastructure. Predicting and servicing the needs of a
growing cycling population is a tricky problem. However, measuring the success of
present bike route adoption, or lack of, can be difficult.
Bike counting is a common way to track adoption and use of bike routes. If the
numbers or “count” is up on measured cycling traffic, it is often an indicator that
bike traffic, or adoption, has increased. These counters, listed in greater detail
later, most commonly tally up bikes that cross their path and record a number.
Typically cities and municipalities own a small number of counters. They may be
used on a specific path that is measured or “counted”, leaving adjacent streets and
their bike traffic uncounted. This may be effective in showing adoption in one route,
but has the potential of missing other cyclists who may be choosing a different
route for other reasons. This potentially excluded population of cyclists creates an
incomplete picture of cycling behavior and traffic. It is a missed opportunity to not
take a deeper look at current cycling behavior in addition to cycling numbers.

Present Resources Allocated
Present counting solutions are expensive, often difficult to relocate due to
installation requirements, or offer less reliability in accuracy. (Lindsey, Counting
Bicyclists) Counters can cost in the range of 2,000—4,000 dollars per bike counting
unit. (Blenski) Seattle owns 9 bike counters, where local government, according to
Advocacy Advance, is spending a higher percent of their transportation budget than
most communities on bike infrastructure. (Fucoloro) Minneapolis, for example, is
limited on what it can measure, owning 6 bike counters total: 2 tube type counters
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for street use and 4 multi unit bike counters for trail use. (Blenski) This low number
of counters potentially limits bike planning data and future options to measure
cycling behaviors or route adoption. “The quality of existing data about the use of
urban trails is poor, and planners need better data to plan new trails and manage
existing ones.” (Lindsey) Allocated government transportation funds for bike
infrastructure and data collection are generally underfunded. (Advocacy Advance)

The Challenges Of Tracking Bike Riders
To move cycling usability forward and increase adoption of bicycle transportation at
a faster rate, more and better data on cycling behavior is required. Presently, bike
counting yields a number of riders on a path, road or sidewalk, but typically does
not offer a deeper understanding of behavior or divergent behavior leading to other
route choices. Number counts don’t communicate deviations from the designated
pathway to avoid obstacles, badly planned or dangerous routes. Perceived
dangerous routes, for example, may discourage the population from adopting
cycling as a form of transportation. A lack of understanding cyclist behavior may
lead to failures or gaps in the system, money expended in the wrong places or
missed opportunities to increase route effectiveness.
Present technology used to collect data on cycling is categorized in two main ways.
1. Geocoded trips that are activated by the cyclist on a smartphone, for example,
but only capture a rider’s behavior or route while activated. (Hood)
2. Standard counters that attempt to count all cyclists with a tally
o

Within the standard counter category, a range of counters with varied
effectiveness and costs exist (Lindsey, Counting Bicyclists).
!

Infrared beams,

!

inductive loops,
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!

computer visioning,

!

piezometric strips and pads,

!

pneumatic tubes,

!

video

!

manual counts

!

RFID sensors on bikes with dedicated detectors

At present, all of these methods have difficulty when measuring groups of riders,
some with a possible 50% error rate. Manual counts can even have an error rate of
1%-25%. (Lindsey, Counting Bicyclists) In all the bike counters listed above, bikes
move past or over a counter’s sensors and are counted. The information is limited
to a number of bikes that move past it. This number offers very limited data and
excludes riders who are in the area, but not on that route.

Moving From Counting To Behavior
One way to increase the quality of data is to have more detectors. Placing these
detectors in a grid array would capture more cyclist behavior.
The grid format proposed in this thesis has the potential to lead to an increase in
quantitative information that could help produce a deeper understanding of
everyday cyclists needs through better studying their riding behaviors.
The proposed system could show cyclists entering and exiting the system and their
behavior while moving through the grid area, exposing deviations riders take from
normal routes provided. These deviations may point to issues in the bicycling
system that obstruct or deter the cyclists, and could help identify safety challenges.
This grid style system of sensor placement could help to provide a rich data picture
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of cycling behaviors not presently offered to urban planners and city departments of
transportation.
Using this grid system approach to fill a gap created by site-line counting or
standard bike counters is the approach proposed in this project.
Cycling behavior data collected near designated cycling routes, and not only on
designated cycling routes, could add insights about average biking behavior, and
raise questions that can be addressed once patterns emerge through data
visualizations.
Building and testing a prototype bike counter was the scope of this project. Further
work will include deployment of the DIY Bike Counter sonar sensors in a real world
scenario. Refinement of the bike counter sensor will lead into testing the grid
system approach as the practical next step.

Building on Previous Knowledge
Studies for counting bike traffic and measuring bike lane use is not a new area of
research. Often this research accomplishes two things: it quantifies a change in
traffic or possibly tracks a route of participating cyclists. For data collection, both
studies are important. Understanding that a buffer to a bike lane encourages an
upsurge in cycling traffic in that location is an important piece of information and
may be shown through an increased route usage. Likewise knowing how long a
cyclist sits at stoplights, pedals around obstructions, dangerous intersection or to
avoid traffic, and how circuitous their route is, is equally important data to consider
and may be observed through geo-location trackers, like the GPS traced Cycle
Tracks. The one area missing in data collection is how general populations of
average cyclists behave in a given area.
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Project Goals and Future Work
This project will show one approach to count riders at a lower cost with a higher
accuracy rate than current methods. Extensions to this work could potentially do a
better job of capturing rider’s behaviors our newly introduced grid system. Data
collected can later be enhanced through mapping rider’s routes in data visuals.
This system will be accomplished in 3 steps:
1. Creating an inexpensive bike counter prototype, which has increased accuracy
and mobility. Doing this will allow cities to create a larger data collection area, and
it will allow municipalities or non-profit organizations with smaller budgets to
participate and collect needed information on cycling patterns in their urban setting.
2. In continued work, testing and development would begin on a strategically
placed, block-by-block grid system, to capture all possible routes cyclists take
within a predefined gridded area. Several city blocks or various routes might be
gridded off to record behaviors of cyclists in the area. This grid would be able to
count bikes on route, near the proposed route or on route and then deviating from
that route. (see Fig.1) This real-world testing will examine accuracy of sensors and
reveal refinements needed within the system.
3. Future Work: Captured data from testing of gridded sensor placement in the field
will lead to developing visualizations of the data collected. This data once applied to
a visualization, can be used to illustrate captured cyclist’s behavior. This collected
data would then be visualized through a program to draw from a database,
converting information into graphic form to give a visual display of the cyclist’s
routes. These data visualizations of behavior may lead to insights that help cities
and organizations better understand what may be missing from a suggested route
or where it might be improved.
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Figure 1. Grid of sensors to capture cyclist behavior.
By offering added insight and meaning to cycling data, city planners and
transportation officials are in a better position to investigate further. This
investigation may turn up better routes, that cyclists would prefer—allowing
government money to be better allocated in a focused and informed approach.
These informed decisions have the potential to increase safety for pedestrians,
riders and auto traffic while also easing congestion for all.
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METHODOLOGY/PROCESS
Capturing Cycling Behavior
This DIY Bicycle Counter Project will examine counting, collecting and presenting
information (data) on bicycle riders to deliver actionable insights on ridership status
within the urban environment. This data can be used to help guide decisions to
improve or adjust the bicycling transit system, with the goal of an increase of
cycling adoption.

The DIY Bicycle Counter Project has 3 components; a bike counter, a gridded
system to collect data, and a visualization of collected data that together make up a
complete system in which all parts are needed.
This system, when delivered in a “do-it-yourself” format utilizing available
resources
•

lowers the barrier to information gathering

•

increases the usefulness of the data by delivering bicycling data at lower
costs,

•

uses common tools that are more accessible than current counters,
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•

connects collected bicycling data with computer visualizations

•

presents a more behavioral look at bicycling routes.

After looking at various bicycling counters, existing technologies and their
attributes, three technologies were looked at closer. These technologies researched
were radar, computer visioning and sonar.
Radar systems work by transmitting radio waves, which are then received as they
“rebound” from objects in the path. Radar is good at detecting both the distance
and direction of objects. The systems most available at the time of this project were
harder to obtain as most examples found were personal projects not mass
produced, they were more complex to operate and assemble than the alternatives,
and were more costly to build and operate, requiring privately owned software to
get good performance without libraries of open-source code to access. This may be
a good option to reconsider in the future as hardware prices decrease and more
integrated open source software becomes available. (Hobbiezine)
Computer visioning uses cameras in a system that attempts to identify and count
bikes, pedestrians and automotive traffic. The data, captured visually through the
use of cameras is positioned to analyze “blobs” or patterns of pixels as information.
As each object (bike, pedestrian, or automobile) that enters into the camera’s view
is defined and compared to predefined video pixel blobs patterns in its library.
While this system promises a higher degree of accuracy than most bicycle counters,
its accuracy is dependent on good camera angles, complex algorithms and an
extensively-defined view pixel library of object patterns. This process while strong
doesn’t offer the low cost, mobility and user friendly aspects needed for the project.
(Somasundaram)
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Sonar was the third technology examined. In nature sonar is an excellent tool
employed by bats, dolphins and whales to navigate and track prey. Sonar which is,
at its basic level, a high frequency ultrasonic pulse moving at the speed of sound,
emitted with from a transmitter. This transmitted wave is reflected from an object,
and the system senses the reflection of the pulse with a receiver. The received
signal is an echo created from bouncing off an object in its path and returning back
to the source of the pulse. This pulse that returns will vary depending on the
strength of the pulse emitted, density and characteristics of the object or objects in
its path and the distance between the two. All of these characteristics can be useful
for this DIY Bike Counter Project. In addition to the useful characteristics of sonar
systems, a plethora of low cost accurate sensors and open-source code is available
for sonar and ultrasound systems. This additionally made sonar attractive at the
time of this project, helping to keep the technology accessible to various
organizations that may have a need for it. It may be possible that much of these
sensors or electronics may possibly be harvested from existing e-waste streams
that would lower the cost, lower the environmental impact through reuse and a
reduction of electronic trash in the waste stream.

Example of how a sonar wave transmits and receives.
For the above reasons an ultrasonic sensor was chosen with a focused range of 5
meters. This sensor was attached to an Arduino UNO electronic controller through
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an analog connection and for first stages of testing connected via USB for power
and to load code onto the Arduino controller from a laptop computer.
The hardware and controller is made up of these components (Fig. 2):
• 1 Arduino UNO
• 1 HRL V-MaxSonar High Resolution Ultrasonic Range Finder
• 7 jumper wires
• 1 breadboard
• 3 connecting wires
• 7 pin header
• USB cord for power and code upload

Figure 2 Arduino computer, ultrasonic sensor and components
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Figure 3

The Arduino UNO controller (Fig. 3) is an inexpensive, simple, open source, cross
platform solution that allows this DIY Bike Counter project to remain open and
accessible to other organizations in the future. The Arduino UNO used in this
prototype was chosen for this project based on its “open source physical computing
platform” and the language it uses called “Wiring” which is based on the
“Processing” language and uses the Processing Development Environment (PDE) by
Casey Reas and Ben Fry. (What is Arduino?) Both Wiring and Processing
programming are open source code with large libraries of programs in which the
pubic is allowed to use or alter them; another reason the Arduino UNO was used for
this bike counter project. Easily connecting to an array of sensors, switches and
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physical outputs, the Arduino UNO also offers digital or analog inputs working with
a wide range of components.
Using the analog input on the Arduino UNO, a V-MaxSonar High Resolution
Ultrasonic Range Finder was purchased and connected for the prototype. This
analog input has a range from 0 (0 Volts) to 1023 (5 Volts). This 0 to 1023 range
allows for a larger variation of numbers to be fed back to the receiver.
Similar to the libraries of code that may be accessed, there are many sonar sensors
on the market that may be suitable, but the HRL V-MaxSonar was used in our tests.
It has a 5-meter (~16 ft) range with a focused beam that functions well for
detecting people. It also offers various open source code.
The DIY Bike Counter prototype was powered by a USB connection to a laptop, but
has the ability and connection to run off a 9V battery or other battery source. With
the sonar sensor attached to the Arduino (Fig. 3), 7 wires were needed, and a
breadboard. Our prototype also used connecting wires to allow for easy connecting
and disconnecting during tests.

Software // Programming Code
The code used for the first prototype test was downloaded from the Arduino website
(http://arduino.cc/en/Main/Software) and the
(http://playground.arduino.cc/Main/MaxSonar) which was written by Bruce Allen.
The return rate of data in from the sensor is set with a delay of (500) in the original
code, which was then decreased to a delay of 100 and later a delay of 10. This
allowed for more data points, giving a higher detailed profile of objects entering its
beam. Other small modifications were made to the code to remove distance “mm”
to “

”, allowing for greater integration with a database or spreadsheet.
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Using an Apple laptop with the Sketch interface that accesses Wiring, the code was
uploaded to the Arduino UNO controller. The programming language that was used
in our tests is listed in figure 4 and the additional code in the Appendix.

Figure 4. Open source code used from the maxboix.com website
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Once the DIY Bike Counter prototype was assembled, the open source code was
slightly altered and then uploaded to the Arduino UNO controller. The DIY Bike
Counter electronics were then mounted on a Plexiglas sheet and attached to a
stand. In the first indoor test distances of 8ft and 15ft were marked off. It was
apparent that the angle of the beam is easy to overshoot 15ft distant subjects and
should be positioned approximately 1 meter (3.25 ft) high and aimed parallel with
the ground. This will help all objects within the 5-meter range to be detected.

After the first test, a second was conducted at 8ft and 15 ft outside with pedestrian,
cyclist and automobile passing individually. Each pass yielded different numbers,
but the variations were detectable. It was decided to increase the rate of feedback
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from the sensor to collect a larger range of data that could be better compared and
present an even more distinct profile of each passer by.

Figure 5. An example of DIY Bike Counter sending a signal and collecting feedback
on a pedestrian and its appearance as a wave or signal which defines its
signature.

The DIY Bike Counter grid system paired with data visualization promises a new
way to capture and examine cycling information allowing behavior to emerge unlike
most individual counters systems.
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For actual in-the-field use, it is assumed that the DIY Bike Counter will be mounted
to parking sign poles along a street (or other poles of a similar size) with metal
radiator hose clamps that are tightened to the pole, making them difficult to cut
and protected from tampering. There may also be need to mount them on the other
side of the sidewalk to cover the first 5 meters of the sidewalk, bike path and part
of the roadway.
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Measuring Prototypes and Effectiveness
Sonar technology or ultrasound, was adopted for the bike counter prototype used in
this project. These small ultrasound sensors were decided on because of their
compact nature, accuracy and reasonable cost.

Figure 6. Illustrative of prototype data. See Appendix for typical data
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Grid System Cycling Behavior Collection
Through the introduction of our low cost sensor with an expected cost of 100 to 200
dollars, it becomes possible to collect many points of data through a grid style data
collection system. City blocks within a defined area will be sectioned off into a grid
allowing sensors to capture riders block-by-block (Fig.8). This system-based
process will allow for a better window into the behaviors of cyclist and their chosen
routes in that area over a length of time. This information when paired with geolocation and a time stamp will allow a data visualization to be created showing
time, motion and route deviations.

Grid Sensor Placement
Unlike the usual “sight screen” which is way of counting cyclists that move past a
designated line or point that is determined, the grid system (see Fig. 7) promises to
show rider behaviors and deviations from proposed bike lanes or routes. This grid
would not only show a number of cyclists riding, but also help to expose possible
flaws in the proposed bike route system through visual data that exposes
alternative route adoption or deviations. These flaws may emerge as the data
collected (geocoded and time stamped) is further enriched through data
visualizations that map user activity to various city maps. Knowledge of possible
flaws in the cycling system will allow for adjustments to be made and learning from
user behavior. These insights could help better adjust the system or plan better for
future bike routes.
Strategically placed counters would collect data as bicycle riders enter the mapped
grid system. These counters would monitor the proposed bike route, but also
surrounding areas to record deviations from normal route by cyclists entering the
grid system. These patterns that emerge could not only show numbers of cyclists,
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but may expose problems or perceived hazards within that bike route by illustrating
that cyclists are taking alternate routes to those intended.
Our proposed grid format for data collection from the DIY Bike Counter is
constructed to offer a richer picture of cycling behaviors in the chosen area of
study. It is imagined that 30-40 DIY Bike Counters may be used to form a grid of
0.5 mile x 0.5 miles. Within this grid area sensors cyclists will enter and exit the
system being tracked as they pass each DIY Bike Counter. The counters will pick up
traffic on suspected bike routes and deviations from the routes that are produced.
Knowing these deviations may help to inform the need for adjustments in the bike
system. Deviations could signal a problem intersection, perceived hazards, or other
reasons to alter the route for better cycling system.
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Figure 7. DIY Bike Counter sonar sensors placed in grid to track cyclists.
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Visualizing Through Rich Data
Data visualization is a large part of helping to make meaning of the information
gathered in this project. Mapping out deviations to cyclist traffic patterns will show
intensity and variation in a better way that will draw attention to information that
should be looked at and may aid to a better biking system.
Once data is collected in many locations in an adopted area, a picture should start
to develop that shows riders using selected bike paths or diverging from those
paths for various reasons, to new routes that may better serve cycling needs. This
data will be clearer if visualized both in time and accumulation applied to an open
source street map. This mapping should create a clearer picture of true bike use,
but also bring up questions that may be later investigated.
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Figure 8. A possible visualization of data from sensors in a grid shown may
show deviations in proposed routes by cyclists.
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CONCLUSION
This DIY Bicycle Counter system holds promise in offering cities, municipalities and
even non-profits, a low cost way to collect bicycle route data while gaining the
behavioral insights of riders on and off the designated bike routes.
From the start, developing a low cost DIY Bike Counter was key to this project. A
bike counter under 200 dollars was prototyped and tested. This cost falls well below
a compared 2000-4000 dollars range, allowing for more counts, in more locations
and the ability to match them with our proposed grid system placement. These
added possibilities would allow for better data collection.
With the ability to connect a sensor to a controller and receive clear signatures for
pedestrians, bikes and automobiles the project was successful in showing that the
barrier between cost and counting can be bridged. In addition this project shows
that not only can counting occur, but there is great potential in the mobility of a
DIY Bike Counter.
The counter may be applied to a gridded system because of low cost, mobility and
accuracy and lowering the barriers to counting for many organizations. The DIY
Bike Counter has demonstrated its potential, and the counter paired with a gridded
method for counting and visualizing this data opens up a new area for behavioral
bike route research.
The individual DIY Bike Counter adds possibilities to these groups interested in
furthering cycling traffic through lower cost, mobility, modularity and promise to
improve with increased research and development.
The modularity of a grid style placement of the DIY Bike Counters helps to create
sectioned areas, intersections, and routes that allow riders to be tracked and
behavioral aspects of their ride to be recorded. This grid system is an important
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proposed component allowing multiple areas to be pieced together and therefore
growing the overall picture of riding behaviors and choices.
When pairing the DIY Bike Counter with a gridded data collection and later flowing
that data geo-coded and time-stamped into a visualization (that may reveal time
and space realities), it becomes more valuable and useful to organizations as a tool
to further the adoption of cycling by lowering barriers to beginner and experienced
cyclists.
Through these three important steps that move bike counting from a lower level
systems view of a lane, up to a higher level systems view of a behavioral system
that is more than designated bike routes (lanes, paths) to a system of choices with
designated bike routes being the suggested option.
This view and the ability to move its boundaries through modularity, makes it a
new tool that fills a gap in the present bike tracking and counting landscape.

Hurdles and Victories
The ease of assembling a bike counter through existing materials that are available
online offered a great break through from the large cost of existing counters
through various companies globally. Matching these inexpensive and easy-toassemble components with a sonar sensor that can distinguish between
pedestrians, bikes and automobiles helps to establish that this is a new possible
route for organizations to take, especially those with limited resources.
There is still much refining to do with the DIY Bike Counter to increase signatures
from various modes of traffic and track this traffic in a grid system tied to location
and time. However, previous tests show this is a small hurdle based more on time
and trial than on newly undiscovered technology.
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Next Steps
A compact, mobile, sonar sensor that is low cost is a promising realization. If
extended into future steps, it may introduce a new way to collect bicycling data.
Goals for future improvements would include:
•

Programming code must be added that automatically looks at a series of
numbers, which is feedback producing a signature of either a pedestrian, rider,
automobile and then count that as a bike or dismiss it.

•

Data from test #3 in the Appendix distinguishes between a pedestrian and
cyclist, but does not as clearly define the difference between a cyclist and
automobile. Work to refine code and better define a cyclist from a automobile
still needs to be continued.

•

Increased Counter Accuracy: Increasing the accuracy of the ultrasonic counter
and developing the ability to count clusters of bikes.

•

Advancements: Future revisions would include advancements to adjust the
programming used in the controller to allow for an increased range of feedback
to be read accurately and categorized.

•

Optimizing the Design for Efficiency: Hardware used in the DIY Bike Counter
should in the future be reduced down to only the electronic board controller and
components needed for the counting process. This will reduce cost, decrease the
size of the counter and result in a reduction of waste.
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•

Addition Of Geo-location and Time-stamp: In future use and to allow ease and a
greater sense of accuracy for data visualization a geographic location and time
stamp would be applied to the program at the time of uploading the code to the
Arduino UNO or other controller. This time and location will assist with defining
and developing a time/location image of cycling traffic after collecting data in a
grid format system.

•

Developing an inexpensive and contained box for mounting DIY Bike Counter
which it protects it from the elements and is uninteresting enough to keep from
drawing too much attention. This device will be better served in the field if it
blends into its surroundings.

•

Refine Grid Sensor Placements: A continuous effort should be placed on refining
sensor placements to capture the most data with the fewest number of sensors.
This will allow larger areas to be covered at less cost.

•

Developed Data Base: A database to collect DIY Bike Counter data is crucial to
the forward progress of this project. The data collected should be arranged in a
way that it will be easily pulled for future data visualizations and possible open
online sharing of information.

•

Data Visualization Of Cycling Behavior: The important last step to the DIY Bike
Counter system is the data visualization of the recorded grid system data. This
visualization will add meaning and actionable information placing the bike
behavior and numbers into a time-space visual that should reveal cycling
behavior and deviations from planned routes.

•

Battery Integration: Adding a 24-hour rechargeable battery to the mobile DIY
Bike Counter is an easy, but needed step. It is already integrated into the Arduio
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UNO controller, but will need to be added to a stripped down controller that is
closer to a final product.

•

Open Source: Creating an easy and open access channel for organizations to
download code, develop databases, download data visuals to flow data into and
directions for DIY Bike Counter sensor assembly is an important step to making
this system accessible. Directions for use, locations for components and even
the listing of possible e-waste channels could also add value to the project and
DIY Bike Counter system for future use.

•

Mounting Prototypes: Prototypes and plans for construction should be developed
that include a mounting apparatus that will work within most urban settings.
This mounting system should have suggested locations for purchasing parts and
directions for assembly.

•

Feedback: A way to collect feedback from interested users and adjusted
programming should be developed. This will help understand a wider range of
needs in the bike counting and urban planning community as well as refine the
system faster.
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APPENDIX
Attached: Prototype test data, wiring diagram for Arduino controller to sonar sensor
and images of DIY Bike Counter.
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Alternate code used for tests #1 and #2 from Bruce Allen located at:
http://playground.arduino.cc/Main/MaxSonar
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Data from Test #3 of Pedestrian, Cyclist and Automobile at 8ft graphed out.
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